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Notices 

Every effort has been made to supply complete and accurate information, 
however the information in this document is subject to change without 
notice. UNIT4 Business Software Limited assumes no responsibility for any 
errors that may occur in the documentation.  

Microsoft ® Excel, Windows ® and Microsoft ® SQL Server ™ are either 
registered trademarks or trademarks of Microsoft Corporation in the United 
States and/or other countries. Crystal Reports is a trademark of Crystal 
Decisions, Inc. All other brand names, product names and company logos 
are trademarks or registered trademarks of their respective owners. 

This document contains information that is proprietary to and considered a 
trade secret of UNIT4 Business Software Limited. It is expressly agreed 
that it shall not be reproduced in whole or in part, disclosed, divulged, or 
otherwise made available to any third party either directly or indirectly. 
Reproduction of this documentation for any purposes is prohibited without 
the prior express written authorisation of UNIT4 Business Software Limited. 
All rights reserved. 

UNIT4 Business Software Ltd © 2011. 
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 Notes 

 

Welcome 
 

Welcome to the Agresso Bank Reconciliation training. 

This is a training course that illustrates the initial set up of fixed registers 
for reconciling Cash Book transactions to bank statements and then details 
the functionality of the bank reconciliation process to help you understand 
Agresso Business World (ABW) Bank Reconciliation and fully utilise its 
potential. The course contains these training sessions: 

• Session 1 – An overview of Bank Reconciliation in ABW. 

• Session 2 – Setting up Reconciliation fixed registers. 

• Session 3 – Importing Bank Statements. 

• Session 4 – Maintaining the Cash Book. 

• Session 5 – Matching transactions. 

• Session 6 – Confirming Reconciliations. 

• Session 7 – Performing enquiries. 

Many of the functions provided by ABW Bank Reconciliation may be 
performed in ABW Self Service. Your trainer will point out which of these 
functions care available in both ABW Smart client and ABW Self Service. 

The course is designed for super and advanced users and you should be 
familiar with using and working in a Microsoft Windows environment. 

Before starting this course you should have attended the following Agresso 
training courses: 

• Introduction to Agresso. 

• Agresso Financial Basics Course (or Common Routines). 
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Training Basics 

Your trainer will explain: 

• Location of facilities including toilets, tea and coffee. 

• Fire procedures within the building and the marshalling points. 

• Mobile phones and PIM – make sure that they are switched off. 

• Breaks – there are regular breaks during the course including 
coffee breaks at convenient points throughout the day and a 
lunch break of approximately 1 hour. 

• Feedback – forms are distributed to provide feedback on the 
course. Please fill them in before you leave. 
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Introducing the course 

Your trainer will explain the course format and materials: 

• The course is a combination of demonstrations, which you can 
follow on your PC and exercises to confirm your understanding of 
the topics covered. 

• Teaching aids, such as PowerPoint presentations are used where 
appropriate to help explain the concepts, processes or 
procedures. 

• A number of documents support this course: 

• Agresso Bank Reconciliation Course Delegate’s Workbook to 
guide you through the course (this document). 

• Agresso Bank Reconciliation Exercise Workbook containing a 
set of exercises to do as you work through the Delegate’s 
Workbook. 

Additional information on the topics covered in the training is available in 
the On-line Help.  

Symbols used in this document 

 - Select from menu or dropdown list. 

  - Key strokes required. 

 - Function also available in Self Service client. 
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Objectives of the course 

 The objectives of the course are to help you: 

• Understand the flow of tasks for bank reconciliation in ABW. 

• Understand the setup of fixed registers to control the bank 
reconciliation process. 

• Understand the mechanisms for importing bank statements into 
ABW. 

• Understand how you manage the Cash Book to adjust payments 
manually before matching transactions or set the correct initial 
balance. 

• Understand the different processes for matching transactions on 
bank statements to Cash Book payments. 

• Understand how to confirm a reconciliation in ABW and print a 
report of the reconciliation activity. 

• Understand how you can correct matched transactions which 
have been confirmed. 

• Understand the facilities which are available for enquiring on a 
bank reconciliation. 

With this release of Bank Reconciliation we introduce the concept of 
performing a number of processes on ABW Self Service. These will be 
illustrated during the course. 

At various stages in the course you are asked to complete exercises to help 
you understand the concepts and tasks that are described by your trainer. 

Each session has a set of key learning points that you can use to check 
that you have understood how to perform the tasks that are described in 
the session training. 
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Further courses to attend 

After training you can attend additional training related to individual ABW 
modules to support your specific business processes. 

Courses that you may consider include: 

• Enquiry, Browser and Analyser. 
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Session 1 – An Overview of Bank 
Reconciliation in ABW 
 

This section provides you with an overview of Bank Reconciliation in ABW. 
It covers: 

• Looking at bank reconciliation in ABW Smart Client. 

• Looking at bank reconciliation in ABW Self Service. 

• Understanding the bank reconciliation  process flow. 

By the end of this session you should have an understanding of the overall 
flow of tasks required to reconcile Cash Book payments with bank 
transactions in ABW. 

 

Key learning points: 

Understanding the bank reconciliation processes in ABW. 

Understanding the process flow of information and tasks through 
the bank reconciliation in ABW. 
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Looking at bank reconciliation in ABW 

Bank reconciliation is an important internal control procedure within ABW 
which allows you to establish discrepancies between the balance on 
statements as shown by the bank and the balance for the same bank 
shown on the Cash Book payments / receipts in the General Ledger in 
ABW. 

Bank reconciliation within ABW is part of the Financials module and the 
main functions are: 

• Automated or manual import of bank statements into ABW for 
matching of transactions to Cash Book payments / receipts. 

• Automated or manual transaction matching, identification of 
differences and posting of discrepancies to nominated difference 
accounts (reconciliation is a flexible process in ABW which can be 
run at any time, for example on a weekly basis). 

• Cash Book maintenance facilities for management and 
adjustment of payments / receipts in the Cash Book prior to 
transaction matching. 

• Automated transaction matching via: 

• Match codes to identify matching transactions. 

• Match code sequences for applying multiple match codes in a 
specific order. 

• Autopost codes to automatically adjust ABW Cash Book to 
allow it to be matched with a bank statement. 

• A full audit trail for each reconciliation process (including a 
comprehensive history of all matched and not matched items). 

• Reconciliation enquiries and reporting (including reprinting of 
reconciliation reports), plus historical statistics on balances, 
differences, trends, etc. 

• Facilities for correction of historic matched items. 

• Validation and tracking of balances. 

The main tables used in Bank Reconciliation are detailed in Appendix A.
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Understanding the bank reconciliation process flow 

The process flow of information and tasks through the Bank Reconciliation 
part of ABW is as follows: 

Import
bank

statements

Set up
fixed 

registers

Maintain
cashbook

Match
transactions

Enquiries

Confirm
reconciliation

2

3

6

4

5

7

 

The numbers beside each box indicate the training session that deals with 
that particular process. 

In summary, the bank reconciliation process flow in ABW is: 

• Set up fixed registers to define the way in which ABW processes 
matching of transactions, to specify how the Cash Book is 
adjusted when match to transactions and to define how to post 
amount differences that are encountered during the transaction 
matching. 

• Import the required bank statements into ABW to load 
information about individual bank transactions that you want to 
reconcile to payments and receipts in the Cash Book. You can 
import statements either manually (by entering details of each 
transaction), or automatically (by importing a file of bank 
statement information). 
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• Maintain the Cash Book if you need to manually adjust Cash Book 
payments / receipts, or set the initial Cash Book balance before 
you start transaction matching. 

• Reconcile transactions by matching Cash Book payments / 
receipts to transactions on bank statements. You can match 
transactions either automatically (by allowing ABW to run an 
automated matching process based on rules you define when 
setting up the fixed registers), or manually (by selecting the 
individual transactions that you want to match together). 

• Confirm the reconciliation to update the relevant ABW database 
tables, produce detailed reports on all reconciliation activity, 
calculate totals for audit purposes and update the General Ledger 
with any small differences encountered by the matching process. 
If necessary, you can also undo matched transactions which have 
been confirmed i.e. correct any errors from a previous 
reconciliation. 

• Run an enquiry to display and review information about 
reconciliation activity. 

All the tasks that you need to perform the Bank Reconciliation part of ABW 
are accessed from Bank Reconciliation in ABW Smart Client: 

 

Alternatively, some of these activities may be accessed from ABW Self 
Service: 
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Session 2 - Setting up 
Reconciliation Fixed Registers 
 

This session of the training provides you with an illustration of the fixed 
registers that may need to be set up before you can reconcile transactions 
on statements with transactions in the ABW Cash Book. It covers: 

• Looking at fixed registers for reconciliation: 

• Match codes. 

• Match sequences. 

• Autopost codes. 

• Next statement ID numbers. 

• Next match ID numbers. 

• Bank accounts. 

• Reconciliation system parameters. 

By the end of this session you should have a firm understanding of the 
fixed registers that may need to be defined in ABW before you can enter 
information about Bank Reconciliation. 

 

Key learning points: 

Understanding the fixed registers that you may need to configure 
before you perform a bank reconciliation. 

Understand how you set up fixed registers required for bank 
reconciliation. 
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Set up of fixed registers is the first element in the process flow through the 
bank reconciliation process: 

Import
bank

statements

Set up
fixed 

registers

Maintain
cashbook

Match
transactions

Enquiries

Confirm
reconciliation

2

3

6

4

5

7

 

Looking at fixed registers for reconciliation 

Prior to starting a bank reconciliation, you may need to configure the ABW 
Bank Reconciliation fixed registers. A certain amount of information needs 
to be in place as a foundation for your reconciliation work. Some of this 
information may be imported directly from external sources of data, for 
instance bank statements, while other elements must be configured for 
your requirements, for instance the fixed registers that control the way in 
which ABW automatically matches transactions. 

There are several things that you need to consider before you reconcile 
transactions in ABW: 

• Are you going to use CB09 Automatic matching process to 
automatically match Cash Book payments / receipts to statement 
transactions? 

• What match code rules do you need to define to automatically 
search for match transactions if you are using CB09 Automatic 
matching process? 
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• Do you need to use multiple match codes and define a match 
sequence? 

• Do you need to set up codes to specify how ABW Cash Book 
should be automatically adjusted to allow it to be matched with a 
bank statement? 

• How do you want ABW to post differences that are encountered 
by transaction matching during the bank reconciliation process? 

You set up fixed registers for reconciliation in ABW Smart Client 
using options in the Fixed registers part of the Bank Reconciliation 
branch of the ABW main menu: 

 

Options for setting 

up fixed registers 
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Looking at match codes 

You can set up match codes in ABW to define search types which ABW uses 
to automatically search for and match transactions on bank statements to 
payments / receipts in the Cash Book during the CB09 Automatic matching 
process. 

You set up match codes using the Match codes window which contains four 
tabs as follows: 

• Match code – to set up a new match code and to define rules for 
the operation of the code during automatic matching of 
transactions. 

• Selection – to specify the parts of the Cash Book or bank 
statement to which the match code is applied when it is used for 
matching transactions. 

• Text matching – to define the text for which the match code 
searches when the code is used for matching transactions (in 
addition to searching for amounts). 

• Date matching – to define dates for which the match code 
searches when used for matching transactions. 

1.  Display the Match code window and ensure the Match code tab is 
displayed: 

 Select Financials | Bank Reconciliation | Fixed registers | Match 
codes 

Select tab 1 – Match code: 

 

2.  Define the match code: 

 Type a name (for this example type 1) and description (for 
this example type Match code 1) for the Match code. 
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NOTE: Match code is an attribute, ID A16. The match code  
length can be up to 12 characters and must have been defined 
in AGRESSO Common | Attributes and relations | 
Attributes. 

 Select a Status (either Active or Closed). 

 Type the purpose or use of the code in the Info field. This is 
an optional field but may be useful to explain the Match 
code for other users. 

 Select the required Amount matching option to define the 
way in which amounts must match when using the code to 
match transactions. 

Select the required Currency matching option to define the 
way in which currencies must match when using the code 
to match transactions e.g. Transaction currency and 
amount must match exactly. 

Select the required Cash Book text option to define the way 
that the match code retrieves Cash Book text. Either the 
Cash Book text is retrieved from the Text field in the 
General Ledger transaction window, or the Cash Book text 
is retrieved from the InvoiceNo field in the Manual 
matching window. 

Select the required Statement text option to define the way 
in which the match code retrieves statement text. Either 
statement text is retrieved from the Text field in the 
Manual matching window or it is retrieved from the 
InvoiceNo field in the Manual matching window. 

3.  Display the Selection tab to specify the parts of the Cash Book or the 
bank statement to which the match code is applied when the match 
code is used for matching transactions: 

  Select tab 2 - Selection: 

     

The match code name, description and status are automatically 
displayed at the top of the tab. 
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4.  Define the Cash Book and statement selection criteria: 

 Select the required Payment and receipts options. The 
Options allow you to make the match code search for 
matches in payments and matches in receipts. 

Select a Cash Book Transaction type for which the match 
code is to search (the match code only searches for the 
selected transaction type). 

 Optionally type a Cash Book text phrase for which you want 
the match code to search. Leave blank if the match code is 
to search for all Cash Book text phrases. 

Select a statement Transaction type for which the match 
code is to search (the match code only searches for the 
selected Transaction type). 

Optionally type a statement text phrase for which you want 
the match code to search. Leave blank if the match code is 
to search for all statement text phrases. 

Select a payment method for which the match code is to 
search. 

5.  Display the Text matching tab to define the text for which the match 
code searches when used for matching transactions (in addition to 
searching for amounts): 

 Select tab 3 – Text matching: 

 

The match code name, description and status are automatically 
displayed at the top of the tab. 

6.  Define the search options: 

 Select Text matching to enable the text matching options. 
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Select the required Text matching option to define how the 
text in the Cash Book and statement must match when 
running the CB09 Automatic matching process. 

Select the required Cash Book text extraction options to 
define how the match code handles text from the Cash 
Book. 

Select the required Statement text extraction options to 
define how the match code handles text which is extracted 
from a bank statement. 

NOTE: Selecting an aggregated option does not allow you to match 
on date and vice versa. 

7.  Display the Date matching tab to define the date options for the 
match code. These are in addition to the amount searches. 

 Select tab 4 – Date matching: 

 

8.  Define the date search options: 

 Select Date matching to enable the date matching options. 

 Type a value for the Tolerance to specify the number of 
days by which a date can vary (you can enter a + or – 
value). 

Type a value for the Bank statement lag to specify the 
number of days by which a statement date can differ (a 
negative, i.e. backward value only). 

 Select either Cash Book Use transaction date to use the 
transaction date from the Cash Book, or select Cash Book 
Use value date to use the invoice date from the Cash Book. 

Select Cash Book Aggregate transactions on the same day 
to aggregate transactions with the same date and selection 
criteria. 
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Select either Statement Use transaction date to use the 
transaction date from the bank statement or select 
Statement Use value date to use the invoice date  from the 
bank statement. 

Select Statement Aggregate transactions on the same day 
to aggregate transactions with the same date and selection 
criteria. 

9.  Save the match code. 

10. Close the window. 
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Looking at match sequences 

You can set up match sequences to define a sequence of match code 
searches that you want ABW to use when you run the CB09 Automatic 
matching process to automatically search for and match transactions on 
bank statements to payments / receipts in the Cash Book. 

Defining a match sequence allows you to define the order in which match 
code searches are performed during the automatic matching process. 

You set up match sequences in ABW using the Match sequences window: 

1. Display the Match sequences window: 

 Select Agresso Financials | Bank Reconciliation | Fixed 
registers | Match sequences: 

 

Match sequence 

Order of match code 

searches defined by 
the match sequence 
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2. Define a match sequence code: 

 Type a unique sequence code for the Match sequence. 

Tab to the description field to create the code. 

Type a short description for the code’s usage. 

Type an explanation of the purpose of the code for the 
Description. 

3. Define a match code search order using the table field: 

 Type 1 for the first match code SeqNo. 

 Select the required match code for the Match code (a 
description of the match code is automatically displayed in 
the description field). 

 Tab to the next row to select the next match code in the 
sequence. 

4. Save the match sequence: 

 Press F12. 

5. Close the window. 
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Looking at autopost codes 

Autopost codes allow the ABW Cash Book (and General Ledger) to be 
automatically updated and matched with items that originate on a bank 
statement. For example, you can set up autopost codes to post interest 
payments or bank charges that are contained in an imported bank 
statement so that they create an entry in the Cash Book.  The statement 
and cash book entries can then be matched.  

You set up autopost codes using the Autopost code window which contains 
three tabs as follows: 

• Autopost code – to set up a new autopost code and to specify 
the bank statements with which the autopost code can be used 
during transaction matching. 

• Selection – to define criteria by which the code selects items for 
matching. 

• Posting – to defined the posting rules used by ABW when the 
autopost code is used for posting transactions. 

Autopost codes can be used in the Manual Matching window and, 
optionally, in the Automatic Matching (CB09) process:   

• Manual matching – statement items can be selected manually 
and the appropriate autopost code assigned to them.  

• Automatic matching – in the CB09 Automatic matching process 
statement transactions are automatically associated with an 
autopost code according to the selection criteria. 

In both cases ABW creates a "fix" item in the Cash Book that matches the 
statement item.  These have a status of “F” and can be reviewed in the 
Match maintenance window.  The "fix" items are posted in the General 
Ledger when the reconciliation is confirmed. 
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1.  Display the Autopost code window: 

 Select Agresso Financials | Bank Reconciliation | Fixed 
registers | Autopost codes. 

 

2.  Create a new code: 

 Type a unique code for the Autopost code. 

     NOTE: Autopost code is an attribute, ID A17. The autopost code can 
be up to 8 characters and must have been defined in Agresso 
Common | Attributes and relations | Attributes. 

Tab to the description field to create the code. 

Type a short description of the code’s usage. 

 Select a Status (Active or Closed). 

 Type an explanation of the purpose of the code for the 
Info. 

3.  Define the banks with which the autopost code can be used during 
the transaction matching: 

 Select a Bank in the table field. 

 Tab to the next row. 

NOTE: You can also select the Applies to all banks check box to apply 
the autopost code to all banks. 

4.  Display the Selection tab to define the selection options for the code: 

 Select tab 2 – Selection: 

Banks with which the 
autopost code can be 

used 
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5.  Define the code selection options: 

 Select Automatic selection if you want the CB09 Automatic 
matching process to select items using this autopost code 
and defined in the following fields: 

 Type a text phrase for which the Autopost code is to 
search, e.g. "interest".  

Type a bank transaction type for which the Autopost code is 
to search. 

Type a maximum amount that the automatic selection is 
allowed to match (an error is displayed if you attempt to 
enter an amount that exceeds the limit). Note that this 
limit does not apply to transactions generated in the 
Manual matching window. 

6.  Display the Posting tab to define the posting options for the code: 

 Select tab 3 – Posting: 

 

7.  Define the posting options for the Autopost code: 

 Select a Transaction type for posting. 

 Type the relevant posting analysis for the Attr.Value 
(Account code). 

Type a description of the attribute value for the 
Description. 
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8.  Save the Autopost code: 

 Press F12. 

9.  Close the window. 
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Looking at ID numbers 

Looking at Match ID numbers 

You can set up Match ID numbers to define a match identification number 
range which is used by ABW during both the Manual matching and CB09 
Automatic matching processes. 

You set up Match ID numbers using Match ID number range window: 

1.  Display the Match ID number range window: 

 Select Agresso Financials | Bank Reconciliation | Fixed 
registers | Match ID number range. 

 Press F7 to display a list of defined match ID numbers: 

 

Note that only users with the required authorisation can define 
match ID number ranges in ABW. 

2.  Enter range, Save and Close the window. 

Looking at Statement ID numbers 

You can set up Statement ID numbers to define a statement identification 
number range which is used when manually entering Bank statements. 

1.  Display the Statement ID number range window: 

 Select Agresso Financials | Bank Reconciliation | Fixed 
registers | Statement ID number range. 

 Press F7 to display a list of defined Statement ID numbers: 

 

2.  Enter range, Save and Close the window. 
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Looking at Reconciliation ID numbers 

You can set up Reconciliation ID numbers to define a Reconciliation 
identification number range which is used by ABW during reconciliation.  

You set up Reconciliation ID numbers using the Reconciliation ID number 
rage window: 

1.  Display the Reconciliation ID number range window: 

 Select Agresso Financials | Bank Reconciliation | Fixed 
registers | Reconciliation ID number range. 

 Press F7 to display a list of defined Reconciliation ID 
numbers: 

 

2.  Enter range, Save and Close the window. 
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Looking at bank account reconciliation options 

You can use the reconciliation options for a bank account in ABW to specify 
how ABW posts differences which are encountered by transaction matching 
during the reconciliation process. 

All differences encountered during the transaction matching must be 
posted to a separate account. You can set up the reconciliation options for 
a bank account to: 

• Select the bank to which you want to post differences. 

• Allow or disallow automatic fixing of small differences between 
matched transactions. 

• Specify maximum amount or percentage differences that can be 
automatically fixed. 

Note that the account you used for posting bank reconciliation differences 
must NOT have a posting analysis. 

You define the reconciliation options for a bank using the reconciliation tab 
on the Bank account window. 

1.  Display the Bank account window: 

 Select Agresso Financials | Bank Reconciliation | Fixed 
registers | Bank accounts: 
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2.  Display the reconciliation options for the bank account: 

 Define a bank in the Bank field and enter information. 

Select tab4 – Reconciliation: 

 

The key fields for defining reconciliation options are: 

• Bank – the bank to which small differences are posted. 

• Allow fixing of small differences – if selected, allows ABW to 
automatically fix small differences between matched 
transactions. 

• Maximum difference to allow autofix – the maximum small 
difference amount which ABW should autofix (amounts equal to 
or less than this are fixed). 

• Maximum difference % to allow autofix – the maximum 
small difference percentage which ABW should autofix 
(percentages equal to or less than this are fixed). 

• Cash Book differences account – the bank account for Cash 
Book differences. 

• Cash Book differences transaction type – the transaction 
type for Cash Book differences. 

3.  Enter relevant information.  

4.  Save and Close the window. 
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Looking at System parameters – Bank reconciliation 

There are a number of system parameters which control the configuration 
of the ABW Bank Reconciliation function and which are configured for the 
specific requirements of each organisation during system implementation. 

Refer to Appendix B – System parameters – Bank Reconciliation for an 
outline of these parameters. 

 

 

Exercises: 

Open the Exercise Workbook and complete the following exercise: 

Exercise 2.1: Setting up fixed registers for reconciliation. 
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Session 3 – Importing Bank 
Statements 
 

This session provides you with an overview of how you import bank 
statements into ABW to allow reconciliation of Bank statement items to 
transactions contained in the ABW Cash Book. It covers: 

• Looking at bank statement import in ABW. 

o Importing a bank statement automatically. 

o Entering a bank statement manually. 

By the end of the session you should have a firm understanding of how you 
import one or more bank statements into ABW using either an automated 
or manual import process. 

 

Key learning points: 

Understanding the mechanism by which ABW imports transaction 
details from bank statements. 

Understanding the methods for importing bank statements into 
ABW. 

Understanding how to run the CB05 process to automatically 
import details of transactions from bank statements. 

Understanding how to use the manual import process to manually 
enter details of bank transactions into ABW. 
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Import of bank statements is the second element in the process flow 
through the Bank Reconciliation process: 
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You import bank statement information using various options in the Bank 
statement part of the ABW Main menu: 

 

 

Looking at bank statement import in ABW 

You can use the ABW functions for importing bank statement data to 
import information about bank transactions into ABW prior to reconciling 
the transactions with payments / receipts in the Cash Book. 

You can import bank statements via any of these three methods: 

• CB05 Import Bank Statement 

o Runs an SQL query to populate the import table acbimpstmt 
from a file of raw statement data provided by a bank. 
 
The SQL query is required because UK Clearing Banks supply 
statement files in different formats. The queries convert the 
banks’ various formats into the appropriate format required 
by CB05. If necessary, the queries may also be adapted to a 
specific customer’s needs, for example where text required 
for matching purposes is held in a non-standard position in 
the import file. 

o Imports the bank transaction data from the import table into 
the relevant database tables in ABW. 

Options for bank statement 
import 
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• Bank Statement Load is an ABW UK Product. (See module 
documentation): 

o Runs a variant of the CB05 process using one of a number of 
pre-defined file formats to populate the import table 
acbimpstmt from a file of raw statement data provided by a 
bank. The SQL query is not required. File formats are 
available to match the files provided by most UK banks, and 
others can be defined if required. 

o Imports the bank transaction data from the import table into 
the relevant database tables in ABW. 

• Manual bank statement – this allows you to manually enter 
details of bank transactions directly into the relevant database 
tables in ABW. It is useful for entering small volumes of bank 
transactions or for correcting the data which is already imported 
in the tables. 
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Entering a bank statement manually 

You use the Manual bank statement window to manually enter details of 
bank transactions into database tables in ABW which hold details of 
imported bank statements (acbbankbal and acbbankrec). 

The manual method of importing bank transactions into these ABW tables 
is particularly useful for: 

• Quick and easy import of bank statement data in situations of 
low transaction volumes (i.e. an alternative method to the 
automated CB05 Import bank statement process). 

• Correcting problems associated with automated imports (i.e. to 
make adjustments to the data which has been imported via the 
CB05 Import bank statement process). 

1.  Display the Manual bank statement window: 

 Select Agresso Financials | Bank Reconciliation | Bank statement | 
Manual bank statement: 

 

2.  Enter the statement header information: 

 Enter an ID for the Existing statement ID (to edit the existing 
statement data in the import tables). 

Press Tab to move to the next field. 

 Select a short code for the Bank then press Tab to display and 
confirm the bank descriptions. 

 Enter a statement reference (you must enter a reference here if 
the parameter CB_CHK_EXT_STMT_REF is active). 
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Accept or enter the Date (the date of the statement issued by the 
bank). 

Optionally enter the Expected number of transactions (Leave this 
as zero for an open ended number of transactions or enter a value 
for the number of transaction lines you want to enter). 

Optionally enter a value for the Expected closing balance (leave 
this as zero if you do not want a check performed on the closing 
balance otherwise enter a value in which case you cannot save 
the statement details unless the closing balance matches this 
value). 

3.  Enter the individual statement transactions on each row in the table. 
The fields are: 

• Text – text description of the transaction. 

• InvoiceNo – Invoice number. 

• Trans.date – invoice date of the transaction. 

• PM – Payment method. 

• Bank trans.type – an optional description of the bank transaction 
type. 

• Receipt amt – the transaction amount stated in the bank currency 
(excludes payment amount). 

• Payment amt – the transaction amount stated in the bank currency 
(excludes receipt amount). 

• Value date – the transaction date. 

• Cur – the transaction currency. 

• Cur.amount – the currency amount. 

• Amount – the amount in the company currency. 

• ExchRate – the exchange rate. 

• Bank – ten free text fields. 

• Debit / Credit – debit / credit accounting. 

• S – Status. 

• Match ID – the assigned match ID. 

• SeqNo – the sequence number. 

Note the following regarding amount entry in the Manual bank 
statement window: 
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• Always enter amounts in bank currency. 

• You can optionally enter amounts in a transaction currency by 
displaying some hidden columns, but ABW does NOT convert the 
currency. 

4.  Save the details. 

5.  Close the Manual bank statement window. 

 

Exercises 

Open the Exercise Workbook and complete the following exercise: 

Exercise 3.1: Entering a bank statement manually. 
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Session 4 – Maintaining the Cash 
Book 
 

This session illustrates how you can maintain the Cash Book manually to 
adjust payments / receipts or set the correct initial balance before 
matching transactions. It covers: 

• Looking at the Cash Book. 

• Maintaining the Cash Book items. 

• Displaying reconciled balances. 

By the end of this session you should have a firm understanding of the 
methods that are available for Cash Book maintenance. 

 

Key learning points: 

Understanding the methods available for manually adjusting the 
Cash Book in ABW. 

Understanding how you can display Cash Book items for review and 
the methods available for updating the Cash Book prior to 
performing a bank reconciliation. 

Understanding how to display the balance of historical reconciled 
transactions and set the initial Cash Book reconciled balance. 
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Maintenance of Cash Books is the third element in the bank reconciliation 
process: 
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Note that only authorised ABW users can maintain the Cash Book. 
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Looking at the Cash Book 

The Cash Book contains details of payments which you match to 
transactions on bank statements during bank reconciliation. 

The Cash Book is updated automatically in ABW via the TPS service and 
usually there is no need to manually change the Cash Book items. 
However, there may be circumstances where you need to make minor 
adjustments and fixes prior to performing a bank reconciliation, for 
example to import an item into the Cash Book or set the correct initial 
balance before implementing bank reconciliation for the first time. 

These ABW windows allow you to maintain the Cash Book: 

• Cash Book maintenance – to display Cash Book items, delete 
Cash Book rows and import items into the Cash Book from the 
ABW General Ledger. 

• Cash Book balances – to display an overview of the balance of 
historical reconciled transactions for both the Cash Book and the 
reconciled bank statement and to set the initial reconciled 
balance. 

 Cash Book maintenance can also be performed on the Self 
Service client. 

You maintain the ABW Cash Book using options in the Cash Book part of 
the Bank Reconciliation branch of the ABW Main menu. (Note that not all 
ABW users have access o the facilities for maintaining the Cash Book): 
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 Self Service menu 

 

 

Options for Cash Book 

maintenance 

Options for Cash 

Book maintenance 
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Maintaining Cash Book items 

You can maintain items in the ABW Cash Book to make minor manual 
adjustments and fixes prior to performing a bank reconciliation. You can: 

• Display Cash Book items for review prior to performing a 
reconciliation. 

• Delete rows from the Cash Book. 

• Import items from the ABW General Ledger – this is useful if 
bank transactions are missing for some reason, for example the 
common parameter UPDATE_CASH BOOK has not been 
activated or because TPS has not fully updated the Cash Book. 

You maintain items in the Cash Book using the Cash Book maintenance 
window. 

1.  Display the Cash Book maintenance window: 

 Select Agresso Financials | Bank Reconciliation | Cash Book 
| Cash Book maintenance: 

 

2.  Display the Cash Book items for a particular bank: 

 Select a bank for Bank. 

 Tab to the table field. 

Press F7 to search for and display the Cash Book items 

You can now review the details of each Cash Book item. 
The information for each item is: 

TransNo – a transaction number. 

# - transaction sequence number. 

Text – a text attachment to the transaction. 

Trans.date – the transaction date. 

Pay method – the payment method. 

Bank curr.amount – bank currency amount. 

User – the ABW user who entered the Cash Book item. 

Updated – date of the last update. 
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3.  Display the Import to Cash Book window to import General Ledger 
transactions into the Cash Book: 

 Select Import to Cash Book (Tools menu): 

 

4.  Display and select the General Ledger transactions that you want to 
import into the Cash Book: 

 Select the Bank Cash Book to which you want to import 
transactions. 

Select Data | Find (or press F7) to display the relevant 
General Ledger transactions. 

Select the rows that you want to import using the Select 
checkbox on each relevant row. 

5.  Import the selected General Ledger transactions: 

 Select Data | Save (or press F12). 

At this stage the transactions are imported into the 
selected Cash Book and displayed in the Cash Book 
maintenance window. 

6.  Save the Cash Book then close the window. 

 

Maintaining Cash Book items in Self Service 

Maintaining Cash Book items in Self Service follows the same steps as for 
Smart client. 

1.  Display the Cash Book maintenance page in Self Service: 

 Select Accounting | Bank Reconciliation | Bank statement 
and Cash Book | Cash Book maintenance: 
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2.  Display the Cash Book items for a particular bank. 

 Select a bank for the Bank field. 

 Tab out of the Bank field. 

The Cash Book items will be displayed by the action of 
tabbing out of the Bank field. 

Review and maintain the Cash Book items as for the Smart 
client above. 

3.  Display the Import to Cash Book page to import General Ledger 
transactions into the Cash Book: 

 Select Import to Cash Book: 

 

4.  Display and select the General Ledger transactions you want to 
import into the Cash Book: 

 Press the Load button: 
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5.  Import the selected General Ledger transactions by clicking in the 
checkbox to the left of the relevant row(s).  

6.  Save the import then close the page. 
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Displaying reconciled balances 

You can display reconciled balances to: 

• Display an overview of the balance of historical reconciled 
transactions for both the Cash Book and bank statement. 

• Set the initial Cash Book reconciled balance. 

You display the Cash Book balances using the Cash Book balances window. 

1.  Display the Cash Book maintenance window: 

 Select Agresso Financials | Bank Reconciliation | Cash 
Book: 

 

2.  Display the Cash Book balances window. 

 Select Cash Book balances. 

or: 

 Select Tools | Cash Book balances: 

 

3.  Display the reconciled transaction balances for a particular bank: 

 Select a Bank. 

At this stage the details of the balances for the reconciled 
transactions for both the Cash Book and the bank statement are 
displayed. You can now review the information which is: 
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-  Reconciled balance – the reconciled balance for the Cash Book 
(this may be blank if the Cash Book reconciled balance has not been 
determined) or the reconciled balance retrieved from the statement. 

- Unreconciled payments – the value of all unreconciled payments 
in the Cash Book or the bank statement. 

- Unreconciled receipts – the current value of all unreconciled 
receipts in the Cash Book or the current value of all unreconciled 
receipts from the bank statement. 

- Current balance – the current balance in the Cash Book or the 
current balance from the bank statement. 

4.  Set the initial reconciled balance for the Cash Book (if this has not 
been determined): 

 Type a value for the Cash Book Reconciled balance. 

Select Data | Save (or press F12) to save the balance. 

5.  Close the window. 
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Maintain Cash Book balances on Self Service 

You can display and maintain reconciled balances on the Self Service client. 

1.  Display the Cash Book maintenance page: 

 Select Accounting | Bank Reconciliation | Bank statement 
and Cash Book: 

 

2.  Display the Cash Book balances page: 

 Select Cash Book balances: 

 

3.  Display the reconciled transaction balances for a particular bank: 

 Select a Bank. 

This page displays the same values as the Smart Client 
equivalent and performs in the same way. 

 

 

Exercises 

Open the Exercise Workbook and complete the following exercise: 

Exercise 4.1 Importing GL transactions into the Cash Book. 
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Session 5 - Matching transactions 
 

This session illustrates how you reconcile transactions by matching 
payments/ receipts in the ABW Cash Book to transactions on bank 
statements. It covers: 

• Looking at transaction matching. 

• Matching transactions automatically. 

• Matching transactions manually. 

• Reviewing matched transactions. 

By the end of this session you should have a firm understanding of how to 
match transactions in bank statements to payments / receipts in the ABW 
Cash Book. 

 

Key learning points: 

Understanding the mechanisms available for reconciliation of 
transactions. 

Understanding how to use the CB09 process to automate matching 
of transactions using match codes. 

Understanding how to manually reconcile transactions by selecting 
individual transactions from the Cash Book and the bank 
statement. 

Understanding the options that are available during manual 
matching. 

Understanding how to review details of transactions that have been 
matched before confirming a reconciliation and how to undo 
matches. 
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Matching of transactions is the fourth element in the bank reconciliation 
process: 
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Looking at transaction matching 

You can match transactions on bank statements to payments in the Cash 
Book using either of these methods in ABW: 

• Automatically – using the CB09 Automatic matching server 
process which automatically reconciles transactions for you 
according to rules you set up in match codes. 

• Manually – using the Manual matching window which allows you 
to select individual Cash Book and statement transactions and to 
match the transactions for reconciliation purposes. 

To help you to maintain the transactions which are matched in ABW you 
can review matched transactions to display details of transactions which 
have been matched by either the CB09 Automatic matching process or the 
Manual matching process. Here you can change and undo matches prior to 
confirming the reconciliation (you confirm a reconciliation by running the 
ABW CB10 Confirm reconciliation process). 

You match transactions in ABW using options in the Matching part of the 
bank Reconciliation branch of the ABW main menu: 

 

Options for transaction matching 

and matching maintenance 
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Matching transactions automatically 

You can use the CB09 Automatic matching process to automate the 
matching of payments / receipts in the Cash Book with transactions on one 
or more bank statements (and which you have imported into ABW). 

In order to match Cash Book payments / receipts to statement 
transactions, the CB09 process uses the match codes that you define in the 
reconciliation fixed registers. These match codes define rules that 
determine how the automatic transaction matching process operates and 
how transactions are matched up between the Cash Book and a bank 
statement. 

This CB09 process includes several parameters which allow you to: 

• Set dates you want for the reconciliation activity – you can use 
the Last transaction date to reconcile transactions with dates on 
or before a date that you specify (applies to both the Cash Book 
and the bank statement). 

• Use the last Cash Book period to reconcile on or before the 
specified period. 

• Include not matched items. 

The following processing activity is performed when you run CB09: 

• A new reconciliation ID is allocated and a record created in the 
table acbrechead, or: 

• If an unconfirmed reconciliation ID already exists for the bank, 
the unconfirmed ID is reused and updated with the changes. 

• The algorithms for matching transactions in the bank statement 
to payments / receipts in the Cash Book are applied (as defined 
by the match codes). 

• The table acrbankrec is updated with details of matches and : 

o The status of each record is updated from N to R. 

o A unique match ID is assigned to link reconciled records 
together. 

o Each transaction match is stamped with the reconciliation ID. 
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You run the CB09 matching process using the CB09 Automatic matching 
window. 

1.  Display the CB09 Automatic matching window: 

 Select Agresso Financials | Bank Reconciliation | Matching | 
Automatic matching: 

 

                   

 

 

 

 

 

The parameters are: 

• Bank – the bank for which you want to run the matching 
process. 

• Autopost – it selected, activates autoposting. 

• Last transaction date – the date for the last reconciliation 
action (only Cash Book and statement transactions on or before 
this date are considered for matching). 

• Reconciliation reference – a text reference for the 
reconciliation action (ABW automatically allocates a unique ID). 

• Match code – the match code which defines the rules to be 
applied by the CB09 process. 

• Match sequence – a sequence ID which defines the match code 
sequence to be used by the CB09 process. 

• Last Cash Book period – if completed, specifies that only Cash 
Book transactions posted to ABW on or before this date are to be 
considered for matching (allows backdated transactions in a later 
period to be omitted from the process). 

• Last statement ID – if completed, specifies that only 
transactions from statements on or before this date are to be 
considered for matching. 

• Last statement reference – specifies a user defined ID for a 
bank statement (if used). 
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• Restart – if selected, all existing matches are cleared by the 
CB09 process (if deselected, existing matches are retained by the 
CB09 process). 

• Include not matched items – if selected, the CB09 process 
attempts to match all unmatched transactions (if deselected, the 
CB09 process ignores unmatched transactions). 

2.  Specify the process parameters as required. 

3.  Order the report to initiate the matching process. The matching 
activity is performed in accordance with the rules contained in the 
specified match codes and match sequences and a report of the 
matching results is generated. 

4.  Open the CB09 Automatic matching report file (example shown 
below): 

 

The report information is: 

- match summary details – bank, currency, ID, voucher date, 
bank statement and Cash Book period. 

- match details – item type, transaction number, sequence 
number, description, date and amount. 

- totals matched – of Cash Book payments, Cash Book receipts, 
statement payments, statement receipts. 

5.  Close the window. 
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Matching transactions manually – Smart Client 

You can use the manual transaction matching process in ABW to manually 
reconcile transactions by selecting the individual transactions that you want 
to match from the Cash Book and bank statement. 

You perform manual transaction matching in ABW using the Manual 
matching window. 

1.  Display the Manual matching window: 

 Select Agresso Financials | Bank Reconciliation | Matching | 
Manual matching: 

 

2.  Select the bank or which you want to match transactions: 

 Select a bank from the Bank dropdown list. 

 Press Tab to tab out of the field and display a Reconciliation 
definition window: 

 

3.  Enter the reconciliation setup details: 

 Type a name for the reconciliation. 

Cash Book – 
unreconciled 

payments / receipts in 

the ABW Cash Book 
which you can select 

to match to 

transactions in the 
bank statement 

Statement – 
unreconciled 

transactions in the bank 

statement which you can 
select to match to 

payments / receipts in 
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Enter a Last transaction date to specify the date up to 
which you want to match Cash Book and statement 
transactions (only Cash Book and statement transactions 
on or before this date can be matched). 

 Select a Last bank statement to select the last bank 
statement for which you wish to match transactions. 

Select a Last Cash Book period to specify the last date of 
the Cash Book transactions posted to ABW for matching. 

4.  Display the Cash Book payments in the window: 

 Tab to the Cash Book table field. 

 Select Data | Find (or press F7) to display the Cash Book 
payment detail. 

The Cash Book information displayed is: 

- transaction date. 

- text related to transaction. 

- transaction bank currency amount. 

- transaction number. 

5.  Display the statement transactions in the window: 

 Tab to the Statement table field. 

 Select Data | Find (or press F7) to display the statement 
transactions. 

The transaction information is: 

- transaction date. 

- text related to transaction. 

- transaction bank currency amount. 

- transaction number. 

6.  Match one or more Cash Book payments / receipts to one or more 
statement transactions: 

 Double click on each row that you wish to match. 

The matched transactions are transferred to the details of 
reconciled transactions at the bottom of the window, for 
example: 
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7.  Save the data: 

 Select Data | Save (or press F12). 
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Matching transactions manually – Self Service 

It is also possible to use the Self Service client to perform the Bank 
reconciliation matching processes. The Manual matching (TCB007) window 
has been included in Self Service.  

This window is found in the Self Service menu under Accounting | Bank 
reconciliation | Matching and reconciliation: 

 

 

Using this window you can manually match Cash Book transactions with 
the bank statement transactions. The window is divided into two sections: 
one side includes the Cash Book transactions and the other contains the 
statement transactions. Matched items are sent to the Matched items 
tab. 

Note: Transactions sent to the Matched Items tab are not automatically 
saved. After matching, press the Save button to save your changes.   
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Looking at manual matching configuration 

You can configure the ABW manual matching process to change the way in 
which you can match Cash Book payments / receipts to statement 
transactions using the Manual matching window. 

1.  Display the Manual matching window: 

 Select AGRESSO Financials | Bank Reconciliation | Matching 
|Manual matching. 

2.  Display the manual matching configuration options: 

 Select File | View options. 

 

The options are: 

• Transaction currency and amount must match exactly – amounts 
of matched transactions must always match exactly in the bank 
currency (also checks the amount in the transaction currency). 

• Transaction currencies must be the same – does not allow you to 
match Cash Book and the statement transactions of different 
currencies. 

• Allow multi-currency matching – allows you to match Cash Book 
and the statement transactions of differing currencies. 

• Keep payments and receipts separate – prohibits matching of 
payments and receipts within one side of the Cash Book. 
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• Allow matching of payments and receipts – allows matching of 
payments and receipts within one side of the Cash Book. 

• Show ordinary lines waiting to be matched – displays all 
transaction lines in the Manual matching window except for lines 
you mark as not being able to match (via Tools | Marks as not 
matchable command). 

• Show lines with no match description – displays all transaction 
lines in the Manual matching window you mark as not being able 
to match. 

• Enable auto-find as the default – switches the auto-find facility 
on for manual matching. 

• Show search options window before each auto-find – displays a 
Search options window to allow you to define search criteria for 
the auto-find functionality. 

3.  Close the window. 
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Looking at manual matching commands 

A number of commands are available to assist you with matching of Cash 
Book and statement transactions. 

All commands are available on the Tools menu when the Manual matching 
window is displayed. 

The manual matching commands are: 

Command Description 

Auto-find Activates the auto-find functionality 
for manual matching. 

Reconciliation definition Displays the Reconciliation 
definition window to allow you to 
specify the details for the manual 
reconciliation activity. 

Match maintenance Displays the Match maintenance 
window to allow you to maintain 
the transactions you have matched 
manually. 

Mark as not matchable Marks a transaction in the Cash 
Book or statement as not being 
able to match. 

History – not matchable items Displays details of all Cash Book 
and statement items which have 
been marked as not being able to 
match. 

Bank originated Allows you to select an autopost 
code for matching transactions. 
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Looking at the Auto-find facility 

You can use the Auto-find facility when manually matching Cash Book and 
statement transactions to locate transactions which match selected rows. 

The facility is designed to operate where there are unbalanced transactions 
in the matched sections at the bottom of the window and you wish to try 
and find the balancing transactions in the other data set. 

Configuration options allow you to configure the way in which the Auto-find 
facility operates. 

To use the Auto-find facility during manual matching you activate Auto-find 
when the Manual matching window is displayed. 

1.  Display the Manual matching window: 

 Select AGRESSO Financials | Bank Reconciliation | Matching 
| Manual matching. 

Move an item to the bottom half of the window (by double 
clicking). This is used as the basis for finding a similar 
record from the opposite list. 

2.  Display the Auto-find configuration options: 

 Select Tools | Auto-find: 

Press F7 

You must already have selected an item to manually match (that is 
selected an item to populate in the bottom portion of the window). 
When you press F7 the window below will display provided you have 
selected Auto-find from the Tools menu. 
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The configuration options are: 

• Search by unmatched bank currency amount – makes the Auto-
find facility search for all unmatched bank currency amounts. 

• Tolerance – the search is limited to this value (+ / -). 

• Search by date – makes Auto-find facility search for items by 
date. 

• Tolerance – the search is limited to this value (+ / -). 

• Statement lag – this restricts the search to statements within n 
days of the  unbalanced transaction date. 

• Search by text – makes the Auto-find facility search for items by 
text. 

• Start position – the character position is a text string on which 
the Auto-find search starts. 

• Length – the length of the text item for which the Auto-find 
facility is to search. 

• Get Cash Book text from description – makes the Auto-find 
facility retrieve the Cash Book text from the Text field in the 
General Ledger Posting window. 

• Get statement text from description – makes the Auto-find 
facility retrieve the statement text from the Text field in the 
General Ledger Posting window. 

• Get Cash Book text from invoice reference – makes the Auto-find 
facility retrieve the Cash Book text from the InvoiceNo field in 
the General Ledger Posting window. 

• Get statement text from invoice reference – makes the Auto-find 
facility retrieve the statement text from the InvoiceNo field in the 
General Ledger Posting window. 

3.  Specify the configuration options as required. 

4.  Click OK and Close the window. 

5.  Move cursor to the opposite side of the window and Select F7. Any 
items that can be matched will be displayed. 

 

NOTE: Auto-find needs to be deselected for F7 to return all records again. 
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Marking transactions as not matchable 

You can mark a Cash Book or statement transaction as not matchable 
when you manually match transactions in ABW to: 

• Flag a transaction as having no known match for reconciliation. 

• Enter a reason why you cannot match the transaction at this 
time. 

By default, all transactions that you mark as not matchable are hidden in 
the Manual matching window (although you can change this using the 
configuration options for manual matching). 

1.  Display the Manual matching window: 

 Select AGRESSO Financials | Bank Reconciliation | 
Matching | Manual matching. 

2.  Select the transactions to be marked as not matchable: 

 Select the Select checkbox on the appropriate 
transaction line(s). 

3.  Mark the transactions as not matchable: 

 Select Tools | Mark as not matchable 

A comments window is displayed to allow you to type a reason for 
you not being able to match the transactions: 

 

4.  Enter a reason: 

 Type a reason 

5.  Close the comment window by pressing OK or Cancel. 
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Using Bank originated to select Autopost code – Smart Client 

You can highlight an item from the statement list and select Tools | Bank 
originated to use the Autopost facility if this has not been done as a result 
of auto matching. 

 

Using Bank originated to select Autopost code – Self 
Service 
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Reviewing matched transactions 

You can review matched transactions in ABW to: 

• Display and review details of statement transactions that have 
been matched to Cash Book payments via either the CB09 
Automatic matching process or the manual matching process. 

• Undo matches (the transactions are then changed to open 
matches which you can match again using either the CB09 
Automatic or Manual matching processes). 

Typically you can review and undo matched transactions prior to confirming 
a bank reconciliation by running the ABW CB10 Confirm reconciliation 
process. 

You can review matched transactions in ABW using the Match maintenance 
window: 

1.  Display the Match maintenance window: 

 Select AGRESSO Financials | Bank Reconciliation | Matching | 
Match maintenance: 

 

2.  Select a bank for which you want to display reconciliation 
information: 

 Select a bank from the Bank dropdown list. 

 Press Tab to tab to the tableview field (information about the 
bank you select is displayed on the top of the window). 

3.  Display details of all matched transactions for the selected bank: 

 Select Data | Find (or press F7) to display matched transactions.  

Details of transactions are displayed: 
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The information displayed for each transaction is: 

• Match ID – reconciliation ID. 

• Type of item – C for Cash Book; S for Statement; F for 
temporary item. 

• Transaction date. 

• Text description of transaction. 

• Bank currency amount. 

• Transaction number. 

In addition, the following details are displayed: 

• Total value of unmatched Cash Book items. 

• Total value of unmatched statement items. 

• Difference between total value of unmatched Cash Book items 
and total value of unmatched statement items. 

4.  Select the transactions to be undone: 

 Switch on the Select checkbox on the appropriate 
transaction line(s). 

5.  Mark the transactions as undone (i.e. not matched): 

 Select Data | Save (or press F12). 

6.  Close the window. 
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Exercises 

Open the Exercise Workbook and complete the following exercises: 

Exercise 5.1: Performing an automatic transactions match. 

Exercise 5.2: Performing a manual transaction match. 
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Session 6 - Confirming 
Reconciliations 
 

This session illustrates how you confirm a bank reconciliation after you 
finish matching transactions in order to update the relevant Agresso 
database tables. It covers: 

• Confirming a bank reconciliation. 

• Reprinting a reconciliation report. 

• Reviewing and correcting confirmed transactions. 

By the end of this session you should have a firm understanding of how 
you can confirm a bank reconciliation in Agresso, reprint the report which is 
automatically generated when you confirm a reconciliation and how you 
can correct matched transactions which may have been confirmed in error. 

 

Key learning points: 

Understanding how to confirm a bank reconciliation in Agresso. 

Understanding how to reprint a report of a confirmed bank 
reconciliation in Agresso. 

Understanding how you can review matched transactions in a 
confirmed reconciliation and correct any errors. 
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Confirmation of a reconciliation is the fifth element in the process flow 
though the bank reconciliation process. 
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You confirm a reconciliation in Agresso using options in the Reconciliation 
part of the Bank Reconciliation branch of the Agresso Main menu: 

 

 

 Confirming a reconciliation in Self Service 

 

Options for confirming a 

reconciliation 
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Confirming a bank reconciliation 

You confirm a bank reconciliation in Agresso after you have finished 
matching transactions in the Cash Book to bank statements. 

You confirm a bank reconciliation in Agresso using the CB10 Confirm 
reconciliation process. This process: 

• Moves details of all matched transactions which form part of the 
reconciliation to historical tables (thereby freeing up the working 
area for another set of matched transactions with the next 
reconciliation). 

• Produces three reconciliation reports detailing the confirmed 
transaction matches. These are: 

o Unmatched items and balances. 

o Matched items. 

o Not matchable items. 

• Produces a report of historical matches which have been 
corrected (i.e. returned to open, unmatched status). 

• Calculates totals for audit purposes (all totals are calculated in 
the bank account currency). These include: 

o Not matchable item totals for Cash Book / statement and 
payments / receipts. 

o Matched transaction totals. 

o New balances for the statement and the Cash Book. 

• Invokes a GL07 update process if there are any small differences 
or autopost fixes that need to be posted to the General Ledger. 

NOTE: You can perform a trial run of the CB10 process by selecting a 
parameter when ordering the process (to generate the reports which you 
can review for errors without updating the relevant tables in Agresso). 
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You confirm a bank reconciliation in Agresso using the CB10 confirm 
reconciliation window: 

1.  Display the CB10 Confirm reconciliation window: 

 Select AGRESSO Financials | Bank Reconciliation | Reconciliation | 
Confirm reconciliation: 

        

        

        

The key parameters are: 

• Bank – the bank for which you want to confirm a reconciliation. 

• Post – if switched on, updates the Agresso database (leave this 
checkbox switched off to perform a trial run of the confirmation 
process, i.e. to produce the reconciliation report without updating 
the Agresso database tables). 

• GL07 variant – the GL07 variant that you want to order when the 
CB10 process is run. 

• GL07 period – the GL07 period that you require. 

• External system – this cross references to the Transaction type of 
any Autoposted transactions. 
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Fixed (Hidden) parameters 

• Report1 to Report4 – optional names for each of the four 
reconciliation reports produced by the process. The default report 
names are: 

o CB10A – Unmatched items and balances. 

o CB10B – Matched items. 

o CB10C – Not matchable items. 

o CB10D – Historical matched transactions which have been 
undone (returned to open, unmatched transactions). 

2.  Enter the report parameters as required. 

NOTE: There is no requirement to specify either end dates for 
reconciliation or the algorithms that need to be used for matching 
the transactions (since you have already specified these during the 
matching process). 

3.  Save the details to start the CB10 process. A report order number is 
displayed. 

The confirmation process runs, the database tables are updated as 
necessary and the General Ledger postings are made as required. 
The reconciliation reports are then produced. 

The CB10A report is the most important reconciliation report which details 
unmatched items and balances. An example is: 
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The CB10B report details all matched items in the reconciliation. An 
example is: 

 

 

The CB10C report details all not matchable items in the reconciliation. It 
also displays reasons entered for an item not being matchable. An 
example is: 

 

 

The CB10D report details all historical matches which have been undone 
(returned to open, unmatched items) by the reconciliation.  
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Reprinting a reconciliation report 

You can reprint the report generated by the CB10 Confirm reconciliation 
process to produce a report of a reconciliation for a particular bank 
including: 

• Unmatched items and balance report. 

• Matched items report. 

• Not matchable items report. 

• Historical matched transactions undone report (items returned to 
open, unmatched transactions). 

You can use the parameters to select: 

• Bank and reconciliation for which you want to reprint a report. 

• Names of the reports to be reprinted. 

You reprint a reconciliation report in Agresso using the CB12 Reprint 
reconciliation window: 

1.  Display the CB12 Reprint reconciliation window: 

 Select AGRESSO Financials | Bank Reconciliation | Reconciliation | 
Reprint reconciliation. 
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A list of parameters is displayed to enable you to select the data to include 
in the report: 

• Bank – the bank for which you want to reprint a reconciliation 
report. 

• Reconciliation ID – an ID that identifies a reconciliation. 

• Reference – reference text that identifies a reconciliation. 

Fixed (Hidden) parameters 

• Report1 to Report4 – optional names for each of the four 
reconciliation reports reprinted by the process. The default report 
names are: 
 
CB10A – Unmatched items and balances. 
 CB10B – Matched items. 
CB10C – Not matchable items. 
CB10D – Historical matched transactions which have been 
undone (returned to open, unmatched transactions). 

2.  Enter the search parameters as required to select a reconciliation. 

3.  Save the details. A report order number is displayed. 

4.  Display the Maintenance of ordered reports (CR16) window: 

 Select AGRESSO Common | Maintenance of ordered 
reports. 

5.  Highlight each report and display the report output: 

 Select Tools | Show report printout. 
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Reviewing and correcting matched transactions 

You can review and correct matched transactions to: 

• Display and review details of bank transactions which have been 
matched to Cash Book payments / receipts and confirmed via the 
CB10 Confirm reconciliation process. 

• Correct matched transactions that have been confirmed 
(corrected transactions are changed to open, unmatched 
transactions which you can reconcile again using either the CB09 
Automatic or Manual matching processes). 

You review and correct matched transactions in Agresso using the 
Historical match maintenance window: 

NOTE: Only authorised Agresso users have access to this functionality. 

1.  Display the Historical match maintenance window: 

 Select AGRESSO Financials | Bank Reconciliation | Matching 
| Historical match maintenance: 

                    

 

2.  Select a bank for which you want to display confirmed reconciliation 
information: 

 Select a bank from the Bank dropdown list. 
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 Tab to the table field (Information about the bank you 
selected is displayed at the top of the window). 

Display details of all matched transactions for the selected bank: 

 Select Data | Find (or press F7) to display matched 
transactions from the last confirmed reconciliation. 

The information displayed for each transaction is: 

• Reconciliation – reconciliation ID from the CB09 Automatic 
matching process or the Manual matching process. 

• Type of item – C for Cash Book; S for Statement or F for 
temporary item. 

• Transaction date. 

• Text – description of transaction. 

• Bank currency amount. 

• Transaction number. 

3.  Select the matched transactions for correction: 

 Switch the Unmatch checkbox on the appropriate line(s). 

4.  Correct the transactions: 

 Select Data | Find (or press F7). 

When you correct matched transactions that have been confirmed 
Agresso: 

• Changes the transactions to open (unmatched) items and 
removes the transactions from the list of historical matches. 

• Updates the Cash Book reconciled balance to take account of the 
items that have been corrected. 

• Writes audit records of the action (these records are reported 
next time you run the CB10 Confirm reconciliation process). 

5.  Close the window. 

Exercises 

Open the exercise workbook and complete the following exercises: 

Exercise 6.1: Confirming a reconciliation. 

Exercise 6.2: Reprinting a reconciliation report. 

Exercise 6.3: Reviewing and correcting matched transactions. 
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Session 7 – Performing Enquiries 
 

This session introduces you to the various enquiries that you can perform 
on bank reconciliation in Agresso. It covers: 

• Looking at reconciliation enquiries. 

• Performing a Cash Book enquiry. 

• Performing a statement enquiry. 

• Performing a statement details enquiry. 

• Performing a Cash Book and statement enquiry. 

• Performing a reconciliation enquiry. 

• Performing a matched items enquiry. 

• Performing a non-matchable items enquiry. 

• Performing an unmatched items enquiry. 

• Performing a cleared cheques enquiry. 

By the end of this session you should have a firm understanding of how 
you can enquire on bank reconciliation activity in Agresso. 

 

Key learning points: 

Understanding the options that are available to perform enquiries 
on bank reconciliation. 

Understanding how you use the enquiry facilities to display 
information on bank reconciliation. 
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Reconciliation enquiries are the final element in the process flow through 
the bank reconciliation process: 
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Looking at reconciliation enquiries 

Reconciliation enquires enable you to view information on Cash Book and 
statement balances and to display details of matched, non-matchable and 
unmatched items from bank reconciliation activities. You can perform the 
following bank reconciliation enquiries: 

• Cash Book enquiry – to view details of open and historical Cash 
Book transactions for a particular bank. 

• Statement enquiry – to view a summary of all statements for a 
particular bank. 

• Statement details enquiry – to view details of bank statements, 
statement IDs and statement references for a particular bank. 

• Cash Book and statement enquiry – to view a summary of 
reconciled and unreconciled items in the Cash Book and bank 
statement for a bank and to select the item detail that you want 
to display. 

• Reconciliation enquiry – to view a summary of all reconciliations 
performed for a particular bank. You can also zoom to view the 
details for matched items, not matched items and unmatchable 
items. 

• Matched items enquiry – to view a summary of all matched items 
for a particular bank. 

• Non-matchable items enquiry – to view a summary of all non-
matchable items from the previous reconciliation for a particular 
bank. 

• Unmatched items enquiry – to view a summary of all unmatched 
items from the audit history for a particular bank. 

• Cleared cheques enquiry is available when viewing paid items in 
the Open and historical items enquiry in Accounts Payable and 
Accounts Receivable. 
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All of the bank reconciliation enquiry options are available using the 
Enquiries part of the Bank reconciliation branch of the Agresso Main menu: 

 

 

 Two of the enquiry options are also available in ABW Self Service. 

 

Bank reconciliation 
enquiry options 

Bank reconciliation 

enquiry options 
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Performing a Cash Book enquiry 

This enquiry allows you to view details of both open and historical Cash 
Book transactions for a particular bank that you specify. 

1. Display the Cash Book window: 

 Select AGRESSO Financials | Bank Reconciliation | 
Enquiries | Cash Book: 

 

 

2. Select the bank for which you want to display Cash Book items and 
perform the enquiry: 

 Select ‘NATWEST’ bank from the Bank dropdown list. 

 Tab to the table field. 

Press F7. 

All open and historical Cash Book transactions for the bank are 
displayed, for example: 

 

The information that is displayed for each Cash Book item includes: 

(Most of these fields are not displayed by default. Select Tools | 
Setup and then F7 will display a prompt to select or deselect 
additional fields as required) 

• T - A for unreconciled items, B for reconciled items. 

• Transaction number and text (optional, may be blank). 

Bank selection Rows for details of Cash Book transactions for selected 
bank 
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• Transaction date. 

• Payment method. 

• Bank currency, bank currency amount, and currency code on the 
amount. 

• Amount in the transaction currency and the company currency. 

• Debit/credit amount. 

• Exchange rate. 

• Status. 

• Match ID from either the manual matching process, or the CB09 
Automatic matching process. 

• Match code. 

• Autopost code and autopost fix type (A - retreive autoposted 
items, D - retrieve small differences) and fix ID. 

• Value date from the General Ledger, or interest date from the 
bank statement. 

• Retrieved items type (C = Cash Book items, S = statement 
items, F = temporary items). 

• Invoice number. 

• Order acceptance indicator. 

• Period from the General Ledger or bank statement. 

• Treatment code from the General Ledger. 

• Transaction type from the General Ledger. 

• Reconciliation ID from the automatic or manual matching 
process. 

• General Ledger account for the bank. 

• Accounting analysis category, General Ledger tax code, and 
General Ledger tax system. 

3. Close the window. 
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Performing a Statement enquiry 

This enquiry allows you to view a summary of all statements for a 
particular bank that you specify. 

1. Display the Statement window:  

 Select AGRESSO Financials | Bank Reconciliation | 
Enquiries | Statement: 

 

 

2. Select the bank for which you want to display a statement summary 
and perform the enquiry: 

 Select ‘NATWEST’ bank from the Bank dropdown list. 

 Tab to the table field. 

Press F7. 

All statements for the bank are displayed, for example: 

 

The information that is displayed includes: 

• Statement ID and statement reference. 

Bank selection Rows for details of statements for selected bank 
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• Statement date. 

• Opening and closing balances. 

• Batch ID. 

• ABW user who made the last amendment, and date of 
amendment. 

3. Close the window. 
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Performing a Statement detail enquiry 

This enquiry allows you to view details of bank statements, statement IDs, 
and statement references for a particular bank that you specify: 

1. Display the Statement details window:  

 Select AGRESSO Financials | Bank Reconciliation | 
Enquiries | Statement details: 

 

 

2. Select the bank for which you want to display statement items and 
perform the enquiry: 

 Select ‘NATWEST’ bank from the Bank dropdown list. 

 Tab to the table field. 

Press F7. 

All statement transactions for the bank are displayed, for example: 

 

The information that is displayed for each item includes: 

Bank selection Rows for details of statements for selected bank 
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• T - A for unreconciled items, B for reconciled items. 

• Statement ID and statement reference. 

• Text description. 

• Transaction date from the General Ledger, or payment date from 
the bank statement. 

• Transaction type from the General Ledger. 

• Payment method. 

• Bank currency, bank currency amount, and currency code on the 
amount. 

• Amount in the transaction currency and the company currency. 

• Debit/credit amount. 

• Exchange rate. 

• Status. 

• Match ID from either the manual matching process, or the CB09 
Automatic matching process. 

• Match code.  

• Autopost code and autopost fix type (A = retreive autoposted 
items, D = retreive small differences) and fix ID. 

• Value date from the General Ledger, or interest date from the 
bank statement. 

• Type of retrieved items (C - Cash Book items, S - statement 
items, F - temporary items). 

• Invoice number. 

• Order acceptance indicator. 

• Period from the General Ledger or bank statement. 

• Treatment code from the General Ledger. 

• Transaction type from the General Ledger. 

• Reconciliation ID from the automatic or manual matching 
process. 

• General Ledger account for the bank. 
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• Accounting analysis category, General Ledger tax code, and 
General Ledger tax system. 

3. Close the window. 
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Performing a Cash Book and statement enquiry 

This enquiry allows you to: 

• View a summary of reconciled and / or unreconciled items in the 
Cash Book and /or bank statements for a particular bank that 
you specify. 

• Select the item detail that you want to display. 

1. Display the enquiry setup to select the values that you want to 
display when you run the enquiry: 

 Select AGRESSO Financials | Bank Reconciliation | 
Enquiries | Cash Book and statement. 

 

2. Enter the search criteria as required. 

The criteria are the same as the information that is displayed when 
performing a Cash Book enquiry, or a statement enquiry. 

3. Click OK to perform the enquiry and display the results, for example: 

 

4. Close the window. 
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Performing a Reconciliation enquiry 

This enquiry allows you to: 

• View a summary of all reconciliations performed for a particular 
bank. 

• Use Tools to view the details of any matched item, not matched 
item, and unmatchable item. 

1. Display the Reconciliation window:  

 Select AGRESSO Financials | Bank Reconciliation | 
Enquiries | Reconciliation: 

 

 

2. Select the bank for which you want to display reconcilation 
information, and perform the enquiry: 

 Select ‘NATWEST’ bank from the Bank dropdown list. 

 Tab to the table field. 

Press F7. 

All reconciliations for the bank are displayed, for example: 

 

 

 

The reconcilation information that is displayed includes: 

Bank selection Rows for details of reconciliations for selected bank 
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• Reconcilation ID and external reconciliation reference. 

• Final date of reconciliation. 

• Last Cash Book period used for reconcilation. 

• Last ID of statement used for reconcilation. 

• Cash Book details of: 

o original reconciled balance.  
o matched and unmatched items. 
o current reconciled balance. 
o not matched payments and receipts. 
o current balance. 

• Statement details of: 

o original reconciled balance. 
o  matched and unmatched items. 
o current reconciled balance. 
o not matched statement payments. 
o current balance 

• Status. 

• Date of last update and ABW user who performed the update. 

3. Display a summary of matched items only: 

 Select Tools | Matched items: 

 

4. Display a summary of not matchable items: 

 Select Tools | Not matchable items: 
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The items displayed are all those that did not match in this 
reconciliation, not just those marked as not matchable 

5. Display a summary of unmatched items: 

 Select Tools | Unmatched items: 

        

The items displayed are those that were unmatched in the Historical 
Match Maintenance window. 

6. Close the window. 
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Performing a matched items enquiry  

This enquiry allows you to view a summary of all matched items for a 
particular bank. 

1. Display the Matched items window:  

 Select AGRESSO Financials | Bank Reconciliation | 
Enquiries | Matched items: 

 

 

 

2. Select the bank for which you want to display matched items, and 
perform the enquiry: 

 Select ’NATWEST’ bank from the Bank dropdown list. 

 Tab to the table field. 

Press F7. 

 

All matched items from reconciliations for the bank are displayed, for 
example: 

 

Bank selection Rows for details of matched items from reconciliations 
for selected bank 
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The reconcilation information which is displayed for each matched 
item is the same as the information displayed when performing a 
Cash Book enquiry, with the addition of: 

• Order acceptance indicator. 

• Payment receipt. 

• General Ledger accounting year. 

• Reconcilation status. 

• Draft number for notes. 

• Client name. 

• Customer or supplier ID. 

3. Close the window. 
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Performing a non-matchable items enquiry 

This enquiry allows you to view a summary of all non-matchable items 
from the previous reconciliation for a particular bank. 

1. Display the Not matchable items window:  

 Select AGRESSO Financials | Bank Reconciliation | 
Enquiries | Not matchable items: 

 

 

 

2. Select the bank for which you want to display not matchable items, 
and perform the enquiry: 

 Select ’NATWEST’ bank from the Bank dropdown list. 

 Tab to the table field. 

Press F7. 

All not matchable items from the previous bank reconcilation are 
displayed, for example: 

 

The items displayed are all those that did not match in each 
reconciliation, not just those marked as not matchable 

Bank selection Rows for details of not matchable items from previous 
reconciliation for selected bank 
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The reconcilation information displayed for each non matchable item 
includes: 

• Reconcilation ID and external reconciliation reference. 

• Type of reconcilation item (C - Cash Book, S - statement, F - 
temporary). 

• Transaction date and optional text. 

• Last bank currency amount. 

• Explanation of why transactions are not matched. 

• Transaction number. 

• Date of last update, and ABW user who performed the update. 

3. Close the window. 
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Performing an unmatched items enquiry  

This enquiry allows you to view a summary of all unmatched items from 
the audit history for a particular bank. 

1. Display the Unmatched items window:  

 Select AGRESSO Financials | Bank Reconciliation | 
Enquiries | Unmatched items: 

 

 

 

2. Select the bank for which you want to display unmatched items, and 
perform the enquiry: 

 Select ’NATWEST’ bank from the Bank dropdown list. 

 Tab to the table field. 

Press F7. 

All unmatched items from the audit history are displayed, for 
example: 

 

The items displayed are those that were unmatched in the Historical 
Match Maintenance window. 

The information displayed for each unmatched item includes: 

• Reconcilation ID and external reconciliation reference. 

• Type of reconcilation item (C - Cash Book, S - statement, F - 
temporary). 

Bank selection Rows for details of unmatched items for the selected bank 
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• Transaction date and optional text. 

• Last bank currency amount. 

• Transaction number. 

• Assigned match ID. 

• Original reconciliation ID. 

• Date of last update, and ABW user who performed the update. 

3. Close the window. 
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Performing a cleared cheques enquiry  

This enquiry allows for drill down on payments in Accounts Payable and 
receipts in Accounts Receivable to determine whether the payment or 
receipt has been cleared (i.e. matched or reconciled in the ABW Bank 
Reconciliation module). 

The example below is for Accounts Receivable, but can equally be applied 
to Accounts Payable: 

1.  Display one of the Open and historical items enquiry windows in 
Client A3, ensuring that Historical items are shown. Select CustID 
1000. 

2.  Place the cursor on the row of the receipt you wish to review, e.g. 
InvoiceNo 43185. 

 

3.  Select Cleared cheques from the Tools menu. If the payment/receipt 
has been cleared then the Cash Book and statement transactions will 
be displayed by the resultant enquiry. 

 

This item has not been processed through Bank Reconciliation, but 
the Reconciliation ID and Match ID would be displayed if it had been 
reconciled.  
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Appendix A: 
Bank Reconciliation Tables 
Tables – transaction 

• Acbbankrec  

• Acbbankhistr  

• Acbbankbal  

• Acbchqregister  

• Acbimpstmt  

• Acbnomatch 

• Acbrechead 

• Acbunmatch 

Tables – fixed register 

• Acbautopost 

• Acbautopostbank 

• Acbchqseries  

• Acbmatchcode 

• Acbmatchseqdet 

• Acbmatchseqhead 
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Tables – transaction 

Acbbankrec 

• This is the main Cash Book table.  

• It is populated by: 

o Payments / receipts from GL / AP / AR – Type “C”. 

o Statement transactions – Type “S”. 

o Autopost transactions and difference write-offs – Type “F” . 

• The table includes: 

o Columns for bank currency and bank currency amount to 
cater for transactions where transaction currency and base 
currency are different to the bank’s currency. 

o Free text fields 1-10 used to facilitate matching. 

o Various codes to hold additional info – Autopost code / Match 
code / Fix type / No match reason. 

Acbbankhistr 

• Virtually identical to acbbankrec.  

• Holds Cash Book transactions transferred from acbbankrec after 
Confirm Reconciliation, CB10 has been run. 

Acbbankbal 

• Bank statement header information as loaded by CB05, 
statement load, or manual bank statement window. 

• Includes  columns: 

o Ext_stmt_ref - External statement ref – bank’s reference 
where appropriate. 

o User_id.  

o Last_update.  

Acbchqregister 

• Not strictly part of the bank reconciliation functionality – holds 
details of cheques generated by SU11 remittance process. 

Acbimpstmt 

• Holding table for statement transactions imported by CB05 
Statement import. 

• Includes columns: 
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• Bank_curr and bank_curr_amount – used to match with Cash 
Book transactions in bank currency. 

• Bank_text_1 to 10 – used to hold additional text for 
automatching.  

• Ext_stmt_ref – bank’s statement reference (as opposed to the 
internal counter generated by ABW). 

• Ext_trans_type – can hold bank’s transaction type as a basis for 
auto matching. 

• St_row_count – offers potential for control over CB05 import. 

Acbnomatch 

• Holds transactions flagged as not able to be matched. 

Acbrechead 

• Holds reconciliation details so that previous reconciliations can be 
reported on.  

Acbunmatch 

• History of matched transactions subsequently unmatched. Used 
as the basis for the Unmatched items enquiry. 
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Tables – fixed register 

 

Acbautopost  

• Autopost code details. 

Acbautopostbank  

• Bank accounts to which an autopost code is to be applied. 

Acbchqseries 

• Counter for cheques to be generated by SU11 remittance 
process.  

Acbmatchcode 

• Match code settings as used by CB09 auto matching process. 

Acbmatchseqdet / acbmatchseqhead 

• Match sequence settings applied to match codes by CB09 
matching process. 
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Appendix B: 
System Parameters for 
Bank Reconciliation 
 

Parameter Use 

CB_CHK_EXT_STMT_REF If activated, requires a value for the 
Statement ref field in the Manual 
bank statement window (ABW stops 
if a statement exists with the same 
references). Provides a safeguard 
against loading the same bank 
statement twice. 

CB_CHK_EXT_REC_REF If activated, requires a Reconciliation 
reference for the bank account in the 
CB09 Automatic matching and 
Manual matching windows. 

CB_CB06_CUR_TOLERANCE If activated, issues a warning when 
an amount entered in the 
Curr.amount field manually differs 
from the automatically calculated 
amount by more than a value defined 
by the system parameter. 

UPDATE_CASH BOOK 

(common parameter) 

If activated, posts cash transactions 
to the Cash Book. This is an essential 
requirement for using Bank 
Reconciliation. 

CB05_INIT For splitting import files (Used mainly 
in Norway) 

CB_DEF_BANK The value of this parameter, if 
activated, is used as the default bank 
in all the bank reconciliation windows 
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Course Review 
 

This session reviews the main elements of the course and covers the 
objectives of the course and the key learning points from each session. 

 

Objectives of the course 

The objectives of the course are to help you: 

• Understand the flow of tasks for bank reconciliation in ABW. 

• Understand the set up of fixed registers to control the bank 
reconciliation process. 

• Understand the mechanisms for importing bank statements into 
ABW. 

• Understand how you can manage the Cash Book to manually 
adjust payments before matching transactions, or set the correct 
initial balance. 

• Understand the different processes for matching transactions on 
bank statements to Cash Book payments. 

• Understand how to confirm a reconciliation in ABW, and print a 
report of the reconciliation activity. 

• Understand how you can correct matched transactions which 
have been confirmed. 

• Understand the facilities which are available for enquiring on a 
bank reconciliation. 
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Key learning points 

Remind yourself of the key learning points for each session. 

 

Session 1 – An Overview of Bank Reconciliation in ABW 

• Understanding the bank reconciliation process in ABW. 

• Understanding the process flow of information and tasks through 
the bank reconciliation part of ABW. 

 

Session 2 – Setting up Reconciliation Fixed Registers 

• Understanding the fixed registers that you may need to configure 
before you perform a bank reconciliation. 

• Understanding how you set up fixed registers required for bank 
reconciliation. 

 

Session 3 – Importing Bank Statements 

• Understanding the mechanism by which ABW imports transaction 
details from bank statements. 

• Understanding the methods for importing bank statements into 
ABW. 

• Understanding how to run the CB05 process to automatically 
import details of transactions from bank statements. 

• Understanding how to use the manual import process to 
manually enter details of bank transactions into ABW. 

 

Session 4 – Maintaining the Cash Book 

• Understanding the methods available for manually adjusting the 
Cash Book in ABW. 

• Understanding how you can display Cash Book items for review, 
and the methods available for updating the Cash Book prior to 
performing a bank reconciliation. 

• Understanding how to display the balance of historical reconciled 
transactions, and set the initial Cash Book reconciled balance. 
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Session 5 – Matching Transactions 

• Understanding the mechanisms available for reconciliation of 
transactions. 

• Understanding how to use the CB09 process to automate 
matching of transactions using match codes. 

• Understanding how to manually reconcile transactions by 
selecting individual transactions from the Cash Book and the 
statement. 

• Understanding the options that are available during manual 
matching. 

• Understanding how to review details of transactions that have 
been matched before confirming a reconciliation, and how to 
undo matches. 

 

Session 6 – Confirming Reconciliations 

• Understanding how to confirm a bank reconciliation in ABW. 

• Understanding how to reprint a report of a confirmed bank 
reconciliation in ABW. 

• Understanding how you can review matched transactions in a 
confirmed reconciliation, and correct any errors. 

 

Session 7 –Performing Enquiries 

• Understanding the options that are available to perform enquiries 
on bank reconciliation. 

• Understanding how you use the enquiry facilities to display 
information on bank reconciliation. 

 

 

Course evaluation form 

Don’t forget to complete the form and hand it to your trainer. 
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